
 
 

 

DEVILS KNOB GOLF COURSE 

Hole by Hole Description 

 

 

No. 1 Par 4 Blue 411 White 378 Gold 344 Red 300 

This gentle dogleg right offers ample landing space away from the fairway bunker on the corner.  The fairway 

drops downhill to a small green flanked by bunkers.  A subtle tier creates a rise in the green, front to back. 

 

No. 2 Par 4 Blue 392 White 364 Gold 356 Red 314 

Straightaway from the tee through dense tree lines, the fairway is pinched by bunkering on both sides.  A tricky, 

elongated green is a narrow target that slopes down in front and back, with bunkering on each side. 

 

No. 3 Par 4 Blue 520 White 484 Gold 459 Red 244 

Downhill to a wide landing area, the fairways drops around this dogleg right, then abruptly moves uphill the 

final 50 yards, forcing a full carry to the green.  Bunkering blocks the right side of the softly sloped green. 

 

No. 4 Par 3 Blue 160 White 138 Gold 124 Red 86 

While a swale creates the appearance of a slightly uphill shot, the tee and target are on virtually the same 

elevation plane.  An imposing front bunker guards a double-tier green with a dramatic, side-to-side ridge. 

 

No. 5 Par 5 Blue 487 White 447 Gold 438 Red 376 

Straightaway, mostly downhill and reachable in two, the green is visible from the tee in this picturesque setting. 

 A late rise uphill to the green can deaden long approaches, but is not a troublesome carry for shorter shots in. 

 

No. 6 Par 3 Blue 194 White 179 Gold 160 Red 127 

Tucked into a thick, natural canopy, the green offers an inviting entrance from the tee.  A large, front-right 

bunker can be a complication, while the green rises slightly at its center, with a drop-off to the right. 

 

No. 7 Par 5 Blue 585 White 530 Gold 508 Red 429 

Long and relentless, an intimidating tee shot over a holding pond must carry up to 200 yards.  The fairway 

climbs uphill and turns left.  Farther up, creek crosses the fairway, but there is room to the green, which is also 

fronted by bunkers.  The putting surface slopes down to the right and from back to front. 

 

No. 8 Par 3 Blue 200 White 166 Gold 129 Red 118 

A full carry must across a large pond that covers the final 80 yards, with only a deep bunker between the water 

and the front edge of the green.  Anything left or long can slide down into a creek that circles the green. 

 

No. 9 Par 4 Blue 485 White 403 Gold 335 Red 206 

A bending dogleg right, uphill from tee to green, the fairway slopes down toward the left treeline.  A false front 

drops back into a swale in front of the two-tier green, which adds elevation factors to most putts. 

 

Front Par 35 Blue 3434 White 3089 Gold 2853 Red 2200 
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No. 10 Par 5 Blue 571 White 547 Gold 472 Red 406 

Initially straight, the fairway drifts slightly downhill right, guarded by bunkers.  Reaching the green in two is 

chancy and ultimately the creek that cuts across fairway, some 70 yards out, dictates the plan of attack. 

 

No. 11 Par 4 Blue 392 White 350 Gold 339 Red 281 

From an elevated tee complex, the opening shot must be slotted into a dogleg right that swerves virtually 90 

degrees to the right, then up to an elevated green.  A ridge creates a two-tier green, rising front to back. 

 

No. 12 Par 4 Blue 354 White 329 Gold 314 Red 246 

The elevated tee provides a wide view down the hill to the landing area, which sits in the start of an uphill ridge 

that runs up to a small, double-deck green, with a bunkering on both sides. 

 

No. 13 Par 4 Blue 370 White 328 Gold 298 Red 238 

From a chute overlooking a long swale, the fairway quickly opens as it rises to the start of a dogleg left.  The 

route runs downhill to the green, guarded by one left-side bunker and two deeper bunkers on the right. 

 

No. 14 Par 4 Blue 374 White 357 Gold 342 Red 285 

The back of the elevated tee offers one of the most memorable vistas at Wintergreen, where miles of the 

mountain ranges are in view from every direction.  The fairways starts through a chute into the bend of a rising 

dogleg left, and then drops downhill to the green, which rises from front to back. 

 

No. 15 Par 3 Blue 185 White 166 Gold 125 Red 104 

Amid rugged rock formations, the tees are set atop the highest point of the golf course –3,850 feet, creating the 

highest golf hole in Virginia.  One large bunker is curled up a deceiving 20 yards in front of the large round 

green.  There is extra room on the right side of the green, but tree trouble on the left. 

 

No. 16 Par 4 Blue 417 White 391 Gold 348 Red 280 

More vast views complement the tee shot, which is dramatically downhill, creating an elevation change that 

helps tee shots hang in the air longer than normal.  A wide bunker is stationed front left of the green, which is 

low in the front and rises steadily to the back. 

 

No. 17 Par 3 Blue 185 White 179 Gold 177 Red 114 

Downhill from the tee complex, a small pond stretches across the line to the green, where a false front draws 

short shots back toward the water.  A huge bunker runs along the left and space beyond the green is limited. 

 

No. 18 Par 4 Blue 430 White 387 Gold 357 Red 289 

The elevated tees lead down into a dogleg right, where a long bunker on the corner is tempting to carry.  A safer 

lay into the turn sets up an open, uphill approach to the narrow green, which is low in front, rising to the back. 

 

Back Par 35 Blue 3278 White 3034 Gold 2772 Red 2243 

 

 

Overall Par 70 Blue 6712 White 6123 Gold 5625 Red 4443 
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